GEOLOGIC SKETCH MAP OF THE DILLON-ENNIS DISTRICT, MONTANA SHOWING THE LOCATION OF THE PRINCIPAL TALC DEPOSITS
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EXPLANATION

- Tertiary and Quaternary sedimentary and volcanic rocks
- Cretaceous and Tertiary igneous rocks
- Mesozoic sedimentary rocks
- Paleozoic sedimentary rocks
- Precambrian (Cherry Creek) metamorphic rocks

- Talc mine or prospect
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LIST OF MINES AND PROSPECTS

1. Lausace prospect
2. Brown prospect
3. Whitney prospect
4. Treasure (Stone Creek) prospect
5. Beaverhead (Owens-Patterson) prospect
6. Ruby View prospect
7. Keystone mine
8. Sweetwater mine
9. Boso Group prospect
10. Smith-Dillon mine
11. Crescent prospect
12. Estelle prospect
13. Pettus No. 2 prospect
14. Pettus No. 1 prospect
15. Yellowboume (Johnny Gulch) mine